BitNinja Reduces Hacks and Server
Load for Ganesh Hosting

Ganesh Hosting has over 20 years’ experience as a leading web hosting service. It offers
cutting-edge hosting solutions including dedicated servers, VPS and various cloud services.
Ganesh Hosting focuses on providing complete server protection for its major-league
customers, which include Morand Distillery and GroupeMutuel. 


Frequent cyber attacks disrupt Ganesh Hosting’s business
operations
Ganesh Hosting spent precious time and resources on a daily basis dealing with security
attacks. Attacks varied from vulnerability exploits and brute-force attacks to code injections
via PHP script uploads and spam attacks. The constant threats caused disruption to Ganesh
Hosting and left its clients vulnerable. 


BitNinja’s cloud-based solution blocks attacks where others
failed
Ganesh Hosting tried several security solutions, but none offered enough protection. Simon
Hintermann, Sysadmin at Ganesh Hosting explained; “We tried many methods to block
them, but nothing was enough”. BitNinja’s all-in-one server security suite was the perfect
remedy for Ganesh Hosting’s cybersecurity problems. It does all the heavy-lifting using an
automated, easy-to-use defense system designed to protect against all major security
issues. Using machine-learning technology, BitNinja adapts to the latest threats and
maintains the highest standard of server protection.

The results
Simon at Ganesh Hosting further commented on the benefits of BitNinja; “Before we started
using BitNinja, we had major problems. Our capacity was severely reduced during the
attacks and we faced password hacks and PHP code injections. But after introducing
BitNinja, we experienced major positive changes, including fewer hacks and reduced overall
load on the servers”. BitNinja’s complete cybersecurity suite protects thousands of servers
against a multitude of attacks including malicious scans, targeted attacks, botnets and Dos
detection.


Try BitNinja for free here
egister for your 7 day free trial and enjoy immediate protection. 

To find out more about how your business can benefit from BitNinja’s all-in-one security
suite, email: info@bitninja.io. We’re always happy to help.
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